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ANTICIPATION
Lo, as some ship, outworn and overladen,
Strains for the harbor where her sails are furled;
Lo, as some innocent and eager maiden
Leans o'er the wistful limit of the w o r l d ;
Even so I, and with a pang more thrilling,
Even so I, and with a hope more sweet,
Yearn for the sign, O Christ, of thy fulfilling,
Faint for the flaming of thine advent feet.

.^^M^M
Daring Opinion
They tell us that Adam Thompson
of Cincinnati, Ohio, filled the first
bathtub in the United States during
the year 1842. Doctors predicted
rheumatism and inflammation of the
lungs from such a new-fangled idea.
A ban on bathtub exercise was published by Philadelphia from November 1 to March 1. Providence and
Hartford set up extra heavy water
rates. The crowd was wrong.
In 1896, England still had a law
prohibiting any power-driven-vehicle
from traveling over four miles an
hour on the public highways.
Furthermore, it required that such
should be preceded by a man bearing
a red flag. Public opinion did not
stop development of speed.
Samuel Morse had adverse criticism from the press and Congress.
But today the click of the telegraph
is heard the world over. Criticism
did not deter rapid development of
world communications.
Alexander Bell was called a fool in
Philadelphia when he exhibited his
telephone at the Centennial Exposition. Today we talk around the world
over this invention. A fool idea had
a revolutionary effect.
McCormick's first reaper was derided the country over as a cross between an Astley chariot, a wheelbarrow, and a flying machine. McCormick was right; a derided idea
led a rapid change in agricultural
methods.
When Westinghouse proposed to
stop a railroad train with wind (the
Westinghouse Air Brakes), he also
was called a fool. The crowd was
wrong; he was right!
Goodyear was "booed" by everyone
but his wife as he worked for eleven
years on vulcanizing rubber. Today
we use his invention; it has revolutionized our whole way of life.
Robert Fulton had only words of
discouragement from the crowd as
they watched him work on his steamboat. They derided it as "Fulton's
Folly." Today steam boats cross the
seas. The size of our world is greatly reduced.
Madam Curie sorted through tons
and tons of waste material in search
of radium. The crowd laughingly
asked, "What is radium?" Today it
is a valuable asset in fighting disease.
Her idea was right.
(2)

People who have blest the world,
Charity
spiritually, as men of God have been
individualists. Such was the apostle
"Charity suffereth long, and is
Paul, Martin Luther, John Wesley,
kind;
charity envieth not; charity
George Whitefield and Billy Sunday.
These men and others like them were vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up,
unseemly,
not deterred from an established Doth not behave itself
s'eekth
not
her
own,
is
not
easily
course by a vociferous public opinion.
One can go with the crowd, live provoked, thinketh no evil; . . ."
with the crowd, die with the crowd
ELFISHNESS imposes on others—
and be forgotten with the crowd. It
monopolizes their time and their
is good to remind ourselves of the strength. Self pushes its claims and
woman who dared to break the ala- whims on other people. It takes an
baster box and use the contents to hour to say what could be said in a
anoint the feet of the Lord Jesus moment. It selfishly intrudes on busy
Christ. Jesus said of this woman, people, and often greatly wearies
"This deed shall be spoken of every- tired and sick people. It taxes the pawhere as a memorial of her."
tience of its friends. Self scolds
—J. N. H.
others for its own failures. It is
fussy and meddlesome, prying into
people's affairs, and insists that its
interests be recognized.
Self loves to visit and fellowship,
but self shrinks from the Presence of
God in prayer. If these selfish souls
knew how to go to God in prayer, and
would talk little with people and
much with God they would marvel at
the difference it would make in their
lives. If every rattling, prayerless
tongue would talk less and pray more,
the kingdom of God would be adThe Bible
vanced on earth a thousand fold.

S

Voltaire believed that he had dealt
a death-blow to Christianity. He had
a young disciple named La Harpe,
whose genius and gifted pen he expected would complete whatever
needed still to be done in the way of
demolition. He regarded the young
aristocrat in literature as his successor in the terrible work. The time
came when France reaped the harvest which Voltaire had sown. The
French Revolution broke out and La
Harpe was cast with a host of others
into prison. He and the rest awaiting death did what they could "to
drive dull care away." But time hung
heavy on the young man's hands.
No literature found its way into
the prison, but one old gentleman had
a Book which was his constant companion and of which he never seemed
to tire. It was a Bible. La Harpe
begged a loan of it. Its perusal
startled him. "Here," he said, "is
everything to excite curiosity; and
here is also everything to satisfy it!"
His life was saved and he himself
was converted to God. He came out
of prison to build the faith which his
master had hoped he would utterly
destroy.
—Unknown
COVER POEM is from the Neiv York
Bible Society Quarterly,
August,
1946.
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The Bible
Compiled by Jesse Brechbill
The Bible is a telescope that gives
a view of the whole course of human
history, a microscope that explains
the mysteries of life, a medicine that
cures our ills. Read it to be wise, believe it to be safe, and practice it to
be holy.
William L. Phelps the noted professor of Yale University said:
"Everyone who has a knowledge of
the Bible may truly be called
educated and no other learning or
culture, no matter how elegant or extensive, can among Europeans or Americans form a proper substitute."
Dr. Arthur Rendle Short says: "If
we take the Bible at its face value,
we shall not need to be hypocrites,
pretending to believe what we know
to be contrary to facts, nor need we
shun all human learning and research as though they were of the
Devil."
"The Bible is the book of all others
to be read at all ages and in all conditions of human life . . . I speak as a
man of the world to men of the world
and I say to you, 'Search the Scriptures'."
—John Quincy Adams
"The foundation of our society and
of our government rests so much on
the teachings of the Bible that it
would be difficult to support them if
faith in these teachings should cease
to be practically universal in our
country."
—Calvin Coolidge
"Every soldier and sailor of the
United States should have a Testament. We plead for a closer, wider
and deeper study of the Bible, so that
our people may be in fact as well as
in theory, 'Doers of the Word and not
hearers only.' "
—Theodore Roosevelt
"Hold fast to the Bible as the sheet
anchor of our liberties; write its precepts on your hearts and practice
them in your lives. To the influence
of this book we are indebted for the
progress made in true civilization,
and to this we must look as our guide
in the future."
—U. S. Grant
"In all literature there is nothing,
that compares with the Bible."
—Milton
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Dr. Bonar of Scotland read the
Bible through one hundred times.
George Muller, who founded and
maintained for so many years the
great orphanages at Bristol, England, said: "The vigor of our spiritual life will be in exact proportion
to the place held by the Word in our
life and our thoughts. I solemnly
state this from the experience of
fifty-four years. The first three years
after conversion I neglected the Word
of God. Since I began to search it
diligently, the blessing has been
wonderful. I have read the Bible
through one hundred times, and always with increasing delight. Each
time it seems like a new book to me.
Great has been the blessing from consecutive, diligent, daily study. I look
upon it as a lost day when I have not
had a good time over the Word of
God."
John Quincy Adams, sixth President of the United States, read the
Bible from beginning to end at least
once each year.
"I am constantly engaged in reading the Bible."
—Abraham Lincoln
General Douglas MacArthur had
read the Bible through six times before he was graduated from West
Point.
Not one divorce in a Bible-reading
home.
—A Recent Survey
Christ Jesus said, "Search the
Scriptures." Does "search" mean a
glance here and there, a portion from
Psalms, a chapter from Luke, and a
short Letter from Paul or John?
A WEDDING DAY RESOLVE

A solicitor and his wife resolved on
their Wedding Day to read the Bible
through each year. The solicitor became the Lord Chancellor of England. After his death, this sentence
was found in his journal: "This day
my wife and I finished reading the
Bible through for the fortieth time
and the last time we read it, it was

sweeter and more precious than ever
before."
"How often have you read the
Bible through from cover to cover?"
You will never find time to read
the Bible in such a way as to make it
your own. It will be necessary to
make time. If necessary, rise early
in the morning so as to havesufficient
time for an uninterrupted quiet time.
If we would make the Bible really
our book, we must obey the precepts,
admonitions and instructions that we
find in it.
We are to memorize God's Word
and store it up in our hearts and
meditate upon it. This the Psalmist
tells us will be a preventative against
sinning. It has been well said that
the Word will keep you from sin,
and sin will keep you from the Word.
"To neglect the Bible then is to invite leanness of soul."
—David J. Burrell
"The Bible is the best counsellor.
Read it through, pray it in, work it
out, pass it on."
•—Wade C. Smith
We are to love God's Word and delight in it.
If you will ask Him to, God will
give you a real love for His Word, a
delight in His Law as found therein
and will make His Word like honey
(Psa. 19:10) and like good meat
and good milk (Heb. 5:12-14).
Will you let God give you that kind
of joy and satisfaction in His Word?
Wesley said: "I want to know one
thing—the way to Heaven. God
Himself has condescended to teach
me the way. He has written it down
in a book. Oh, give me that book!
At any price give me the book of
God!"
MEMORIZING SCRIPTURE

" . . . every scribe which is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven
. . . bringeth forth out of his treasure
things new and old." (Matt. 13:52).
I recall a young man whom I used to
(3)

meet at our Bible conferences. He
was an illiterate man, but he had set
his mind to this plan of getting a
verse a day of the Bible. When I first
met him he had been working on it
for eight years. He had committed
over two thousand verses of the
Scripture to memory. His prayer
was a marvel. It was like a rich brocade of silver and gold of the Word
of God, interwoven with praise, testimony, and petition. It was a marvelous thing to hear that young man,
a v/orkman in a steel mill, give his
testimony for God; and yet it all came
about from committing to memory a
single verse of Scripture a day.
—From James H. McConkey

T/te Living Scriptures _

In 1806 the French Institute enumerated eighty scientific theories accepted as absolute truth, every one of
which was contrary to the Bible, and
hence "proved the Bible untrue." Today not one of these eighty theories
survives, but the Bible still stands.
The Bible gives to man the only reliable information as to how he came
to be upon this earth, how he fell into
sin, how he may be redeemed and restored to fellowship with God, and
how he may live in peace and happiness and blessing during this life,
and it shows him the way to a life of
eternal happiness and blessing beBibles. Placed end to end they would
yond the grave.
make a line 17,000 miles long.
(Grantham, Pa.)
It is the oldest book. The five
books of Moses were written seven
years before Rome was built.
The Bible, God's Wor d hundred
It is the truest book. Other books
may err: the Bible cannot, simply beClyde H. Dennis
cause its Author is the eternal God—
HO CAN stop a river? Men may the God who cannot lie. All that He
change its course, men may dam says is truth.
it up, but it flows on. God's holy
It is the best-loved book. Men
Word is likened to a pure river of have laid down their lives for it: they
life. Revelation 22:1. Down through have purpled the heather on Scotthe ages it has come; nothing in earth land's hills with their blood; died in
or hell can stop it; it gives life to all Italy's valleys, in Spain's inquisiwho stoop and drink of its refresh- tions, in Rome's prisons, rather than
ing promises.
give it up. The rack, the gallows, and
God says, "My Word . . . shall not the stake have each failed to make
return unto Me void, but it shall ac- the Lord's saved ones give up, deny,
complish that which I please, and it or cease to love the Bible.
shall prosper in the thing whereto I
"The Word of God is quick, and
sent it." Isaiah 55:10, 11.
powerful, and sharper than any two
The San Francisco Chronicle, in a edged sword, piercing even to the direcent editorial, said: "Nothing can viding asunder of soul and spirit, and
stop the Bible. It is useless to call it of the joints and marrow, and is a
the world's best seller, though it is, discerner of the thoughts and intents
because that term implies compari- of the heart. Neither is there any
son and there is nothing else that creature that is not manifest in his
even remotely compares with the sight . . ." Hebrews 4:12, 13.
Bible in popular circulation."
The Bible is to be reverenced, read,
The Bible, or parts of it, has now believed, obeyed, treasured in the
been translated into 1,027 languages. heart, practiced in the life. Do you
It.is the most wonderful book the read, believe and love the Word of
world has ever seen. It is estimated God?
that there are over 200,000,000
—Sword of The Lord
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by Jack Hamm

Ladder to the Understanding of God
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No Enemies?
You have no enemies, you say?
Alas, my friend, the boast is poor!
He who has mingled in the fray
Of duty that the brave endure
Must have made foes. If you have
none,
Small is the work that you have done;
You've hit no traitor on the hip,
You've dashed no cup from perjured
lip;
You've never turned the wrong to
right,
You've been a coward in the fight.

Crusade Echoes
Life Magazine said recently that
most of the persons making decisions
at Madison Square Garden came
from outside the metropolitan area.
Signed cards in the office show that
31,858 came from Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens, Staten Island,
Long Island, New Jersey, West
Chester and Connecticut. There were
2,300 from other parts of the United
States and 111 from foreign countries.
Evangelical Visitor

The late Mfundisi Dube is shown below
with other leaders of the African church.
They are, front row, 1. to r.: R. Munsaka,
N. Dlodlo, N. Dube, and M. Kumalo; back
row: P. Ndhlovu, S. Mudenda, and M.
Sibanda.

MISSIONS
"ALWAYS . . . A CONCERN
FOR His PEOPLE."

My heart was deeply moved when
the word came of Mfundisi Dube's
passing. He suffered much and we
must rejoice to think of him at rest
with his Lord. Yet we do feel our
loss. He was really a man of God,
living daily just an unspectacular but
very devoted life. We believe his
labor will continue to bear fruit and
the memory of his life live on and on.
If I mistake not he was among that
small group of boys baptized by
Elder Jesse Engle in August, 1899.
When we arrived at Matopo in
1905 he was teaching a little school
in the village near Chief Hlukanisa's.
Though he had had only the first
rudiments of schooling he gave what
he had to help his own people. We
thought his age was about sixteen or
eighteen years at that time.
We had much association with him
throughout the years and always
found him carrying a concern for the
people, sincere, conscientious and
faithful, traveling many, many miles,
first by foot, then bicycle, and later
I believe, by cart.
Thank God for the memory of such
an one, so greatly used in such a
humble manner, and with never a
stain on his moral character!
Emma Frey
"A MAN OF GREAT PATIENCE
AND FORBEARANCE."

At my first meeting with Nyamazana Dube upon our arrival in Africa
in 1911, he impressed me as being a
very sincere and serious-minded man,
and this impression stayed with me
down through the years, till I gave
him our final farewell in 1947 on our
return to America. The fact that he
reminded me of our Bishop Bert
Sherk of Canada heightened my respect for him. You always knew
where to find Mfundisi Dube; he always shunned all appearance of evil.
Dube's first wife was of a higher
tribe: Dube was a slave of the slaves
by natural birth. Although that fact
may have made it harder for him in
different ways, he was a man of
great patience and forbearance. During his first wife's long illness of a
good many years, many natives would
advise him to get another wife, saying that she was as one dead to hinT,
but we never knew Dube to weaken
in this way.
December 2, 1957
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The Memory of the Just
Is Blessed"
Tributes to the memory of Mfundisi
Dube from, missionaries whose hearts
moved them to write.

Nyamazana Dube counted i t a
privilege to adorn the doctrine of his
God by a clean life. This man was a
real preacher of righteousness, often
pleading with the people through his
tears. One of his outstanding qualities was humility. At one time in
Bishop H. P. Steigerwald's day, Dube
was in charge of the Swazi outschool.
Manhlenkle Kumalo (later, Overseer), his brother-in-law, whose royal
standing was in sharp contract to
Dube's low birth, was there as a
helper under Dube. When Bishop
Steigerwald told them that he would
have to shift one, as either of them
were able to take charge of a school,
they both answered in about the same
breath, "We would be glad to stay
right on as we are now." As Bishop
Steigerwald remarked through his
tears later, it was a real demonstration of what the Gospel does for people ; for according to native custom—
and to human nature—the one of
royal lineage would want to be at the
head. This also was a real credit to
Nyamazana Dube, for had he shown
a domineering spirit the relationship
would not have been so congenial and
easy.
When Dube was called to fill one of
the three highest positions [of Over-

seer] in the native Church he rose to
the occasion with real sincere desire
to do what he could for his God and
the native Church. Many hundreds
of miles were travelled by bicycle;
after he could not do this so well, he
went by donkey cart.
After the death of his first wife,
Nyamazana waited in a real Christian way before courting another.
Then he proposed to and won Jessie
Ndhlovu, one of our very best Mission girls, who was a highly valued
helper at the Mtshabezi Girls' School.
This new wife was a real blessing
and help to Dube in his work, as she
many times went along with him and
was also very highly respected by all.
After Dube had a stroke several
years ago, the native people tried to
get him to go to the witchdoctor and
have him resort to native sorcery. He
would not yield, but stood true to the
Lord, trusting only in the Lord. Much
more could be said about this good
man; we do feel that a real Spiritual
Prince has fallen among us; he will
be much missed in the African
Church for years to come.
Let us earnestly pray God to let
his mantle fall upon younger men
who will stand true to the Lord as
this man did.
W. O. Winger
(5)

INDIA

"And he shall be like a tree
planted by the rivers of water
that bringeth forth his fruit
in his season."

&
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MRS. MOZANDAR
A FAITHFUL SAINT

MISSIONARIES AT COUNCIL, NOV. 1956.
ABSENT—MARY E. STONER,
WOODSTOCK
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MIGHTY ENEMIES...therefore, INTERCEDE
We should not forget that mighty
enemies assail the Church in Africa,
as in America. It is Satan's objective
to render the Church impotent. He
knows its potential. God's work can
be maintained only by God's means,
namely, prayer and the ministry of
the Word. Each area has its particular foes, and in some localities a combination of several evil forces, at
times, threatens to undermine the
faith of some. In the Union of
South Africa there are 1,300 registered sects and isms causing pressure
and confusion in the local churches.
Most of them are under the leadership of gifted Africans, who, while
they retain some small measure of
the Truth, have turned to fables and
are beguiling unstable souls into following their pernicious ways.

Materialism also has made its
deadly inroads into the body of the
believers, especially in the more civilized areas. In some extreme cases it
is to be admitted that pastors have
even exploited the position granted
them and are in the work plainly for
what they can get out of it.
Still others have grown cold and
have ceased to grow in grace, mainly
because of isolation and the lack of
true Christian fellowship. In the
Northern Rhodesian areas the Church
is surrounded by the Jehovah's Witness movement. Not a few are lured
away by the prospect of having a
plurality of wives and still being Elders in good standing in the Watch
Tower fellowship. Furthermore, they
are offered far better pay than the
Christian Church gives. What vic-

SUMMER EVANGELISTIC PROJECT AT
MAD HI PUR A
Daud Jonathan Roy, Pastor
'%i(l yJ*S$'' f

During the summer season the missionaries by turn take their hot weather holidays in the hills and more of the work is
placed in the hands of Indian personnel.
This is especially true in the evangelistic
area.
A few months back we went to several
villages with our friends Daniel Murmu
and Patras Hembrom. These villages were
acquainted with our partners and whereever we stayed they welcomed us. We
toured these places with cycles; we shared
the luggage and Brother Patras carried
Daniel, as we had only two cycles. Our
sleeping and food arrangements were as
usual. Sometimes we slept in cow sheds,
sometimes we spread our "bisters" (bed
rolls) under the open sky. . . . The SantaJs
feed guests well. God not only met our
spiritual needs, but physical needs as well.
At one place the Santal preacher was
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sick with dysentery at the time of our arrival. The dispensary was two miles away,
but I had taken some pills along and was
able to help him. Preachers sometimes
need a knowledge of medicine, too!
Everywhere we went we found that the
people are hungry. These days crops are
not good due to lack of rain, and famine
is threatening in our district. The people
are listening attentively to God's Word.
Spiritually, they are hungry too, they are
seeking the real God, but many are not
finding Him. Many are inviting us to come
to their village and it is good opportunity
for us when they are physically and spiritually hungry. Pray much for us as we
carry the Word to them.
In one village we found a Christian family living among the Roman Catholics.
When this man accepted Christ, how he
was persecuted by his neighbors! But his
faith was strong and anchored in Christ.
He is the only man to give witness to his
Catholic neighbors. Pray much for him
that God may use him like a mighty Rod.
One Sunday in a certain village a chance
was given to me to preach the Sunday
service. It began at twelve o'clock. The
Christian people gathered from many surrounding villages. They are new converts.
I preached on St. Matthew 16:13-16:
"Whom do men say that I the Son of man
a m ? " A young man came after service and
said that when he was coming to service
some Hindu people asked lots of questions,
and he got the answers from His Word. He
was rejoicing in that God is great and
gives real answers to His believers, Wit-

tory over temptation is needed here!
In Angola the Church is beset on
every side with a tenacious paganism which exalts the witchdoctor and
the medicine man as the dictator of
men's souls. In other fields the
Church is encompassed with antagonistic Mohammedanism or insidious
communism, coupled with an assertive nationalism.
All of these combine to create great
pressure on the Lord's people, some
of whom are still young in the faith
and as yet untaught in the Word.
Subtle temptations dog the steps of
every pastor and evangelist in the
world today. Oh, how the shepherds
of the flock need prayer! Intercede
also for the sheep who are subject to
great testings.
From the S. A. Pioneer

nessing makes us stronger in Him. This
young man's name was Kanhai, but we
gave him "Nathan" as a Christian name.
One day we met a Moslem. He speaks
fluent Santali and he was telling us that
Mohammed is more unique than Jesus, that
Mohammed is the last prophet, and Jesus is
also a prophet, but not the Son of God. It
is "kufr" (blasphemy) to say that. We
spoke of the Bible and I asked him, "Do
you believe in the Bible?"
He said, "Yes."
"Do you believe in Jesus?"
He answered, "Yes."
So we spoke from the Bible that Jesus
said, "I am come from God—" God said,
"This is my beloved Son—." Satan said,
"Thou a rt the Son of God." At once he was
silent and went away, because his heart
was not ready to say that He is the Son
of God.
I want to say concerning my two brethren that they accepted Christ a few years
ago and God has filled them with His
Spirit and with knowledge of Him. Pray
for them.
We will request those of you who read
this article to pray for the work of India,
that those who are seeking will find our
precious Lord Jesus. Our field is big, and
the opportunity is golden for bringing
many to the Kingdom in Christ.
Sent in by Mrs. George Paulus

From the

Letter-Bag

"MY FATHER AND MY MOTHER MUST
HEAR THESE WORDS"
This has been a good Sunday. Brother
Lady gave us a good message on "How to
Keep the Victory." His text was, "Be fervent in spirit." Quite a number responded
to the invitation.
After a week of meetings there was a

(V

different air about the place. It surely is
wonderful to realize the spirit of unity
which the Holy Spirit brings about. Boys
came to my office to admit some of their
faults and asked forgiveness. But the thing
that really thrilled my heart was one of
the boy's coming to my office after sweeping the classrooms last Saturday morning.
When his work was all finished, he came
to the office, and said, "Nkosazana, I want
to talk to you. I want to ask you to pray
much for me that as I grow older I will be
a strong Christian. And pray for my mother. She's a Christian, but my father isn't."
He also mentioned his brothers who had
a form of godliness when in school but today are not serving the Lord. He added,
"This week as we listened to the Word I
thought, 'My father and my mother must
hear these words!' " I said, "Hudson, perhaps the Lord wants you to carry the
story of Jesus to your people." We had a
little talk, then prayer. I told him a little
about what it means to leave all to follow
Jesus. Hudson is only one of the folks who
are carrying a burden for himself and for
his people. We praise the Lord for His
faithfulness in laying the spirit of prayer
upon our young people. We pray that
these young people will leave school with a
vision of the lost around them.
The flu epidemic has passed over and
everyone is back in his place of duty.
There were 304 in Sunday school. That is
a bit over average. I'm really thrilled with
our children's department. They are an
enthusiastic group of 43 children.
Anna Graybill
"COLEGIO HERMANOS EN CRISTO"
According to Howard and Pearl Wolgemuth's October letter, the "School of the
Brethren in Christ" in Cuatro Caminos,
Cuba, opened with fourteen children. There
are good prospects for more pupils. The
teacher, Sefiora Perla Durant, is an earnest
Christian and the mother of six girls. "Pray
for our new project, the school," the Wolgemuths write. "We do have many new problems and need special wisdom and guid-

ance. We thought we were busy before but
now we have added duties and responsibilities." No doubt God's power is needed in a
special way for the establishing of this "island of faith" in pagan seas. Will we
pray ?

J A A

Michigan
Under the sign, "God's Love Mission," is a door that opens for men
who have tasted bitterness and hate.
Their case history is invariably one
of "the creeping evils" of wrong
choices on the wrong road.
Standing under the banner, "GOD
IS LOVE," the preacher seeks to
touch the heart and invite these sufferers to the altar where he declares,
"there is sweet release in Christ for
all."
Not every person who bows at this
altar "prays through" but it is a
blessed privilege to pray with a sinladen, disease-racked person and see
tears of sorrow and remorse flow,
"cleansing away the surface dirt and
melting the hard lines of the face"
and there pray through to definite
victory.
Quoting the workers at God's Love
Mission, "Souls by the thousands
perish within our reach. We need
prayer backing and financial aid to
meet the hundreds of demands. We
beg of you, please continue to pray."
DETROIT,

STOWE, Pa.

Testaments for the "Trick-orTreaters"!
After "shooing them off-' for several years the workers at this Lighthouse got the vision of capitalizing
on Halloween. Those children might
be candidates for Sunday school!
Children dropping by the Bicksler
home are now invited in to the house
for a small treat. With their family's
religious background kept in mind
they are given tracts. This year they
were given an illustrated Scripture
portion (Galatians through Hebrews,
American Bible Society).
These children got some candy in
their stomachs, an interesting Scripture portion to take to their homes, a
few words from a representative of
heaven, and an invitation to Sunday
school.
Saskatchewan
"Red Letter Day" at Delisle was
September 7 when Brother and
Sister Marshall Baker and Marshe
Lou arrived to take over the pastorate of this congregation.
Harvest time in the great northwest is traditionally in September.
This year the expectant community
rejoices to see the arrival of workers
for a spiritual harvest that continues
throughout the four seasons. The
fields are white already to harvest!
Pray earnestly against any loss of
the precious grain!
DELISLE,

F r o m SASKATCHEWAN NEWS BULLETIN:

"Mr. Harley Sommerville, who is
owner and operator of the road construction equipment working in our
area, told us (North Star Mission) in
our prayermeeting how God has
blessed his business since he became
a Christian. Stewardship of tithes
and offerings have brought the firm
from bankruptcy to the largest in
Manitoba in 6 yrs. time."
Mr. Sommerville was one of over
25 names listed as visitors at the mission during the third quarter.
Financial Report

The second youth camp for the four Virginia churches, Adney Gap, Callo-Way,
Farris Mines, Bethel, was held at Camp Moxley, near Independence, Va., with a good
representation of our youth present.
Every one enjoyed the baseball games, treasure hunt, volley ball, nights spent in
the open cabins, and last, but not least the spiritual help. God was with us.
We appreciated the interest and presence of Harold Eckerts of Penna. Harolds
made it possible for "southern fried" chicken for breakfast one morning, water melon
after the evening services and free use of the camp grounds. May the Lord bless them.
The last words by the young people were, "Next year stay a whole week!"
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WALSINCrHAM CENTER, Out.
Receipts
Hall Offering's
$184.42
Outside Offerings
314.49
Rent Allowance (H. M. B.)
75.00
Total
$573.91
208.42
Less DEFICIT (7-1-57)
Net Receipts
$3 65.49
Expenditures
Transportation
$ 75.00
Groceries
124.22
Foreign Missions
93.03
Payment on Loan
75.15
Telephone
15.85
Electricity
48.37
Oil
18.00
Miscellaneous
3.80
Total
Deficit Balance (9-30-57)

$453.42
$ 87.93
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U. C. Business Manager Honored
Abner B. Haldeman, Business
Manager for Upland College the last
thirteen years, was paid high compliments by Dr. Wilson M. Compton,
New York educator and economist, in
his recent visit to the Upland College
campus. Dr. Compton is a director of
the Council for Financial Aid to Education, New York. Mr. Haldeman was
especially commended for his keen
analysis of the college's operating and
accounting procedure and for his
comprehensive understanding of college accounting practices.
The A. M. Marquis Company's
publication, "Who's Who in the West,
will list Mr. Haldeman in its forthcoming publication.

U. C. October Revival
Rev. Roy Sider of Sherkston, Ontario, Canada, conducted revival
services at the college church, Upland, Calif., October 13 through 27,
1957.
Scheduled by the college through
the sponsorship of Student Christian
Life Committee, Rev. Sider spoke in
academy chapel services the week of
October 14 and in the college chapel
services the week of October 21.
The Holy Spirit, through Brother
Sider, spoke to the hearts of many of
our college students, according to
their personal testimony.
At the closing chapel service, a
large majority of the college students
gathered around the front of the
chapel for a p r a y er of re-dedication
to God's call and will for each life.
Eldon Wingerd, President of Student Christian Life Committee, indicated t h a t "The spiritual emphasis
on campus is at an all-time high, and
we thank the Lord for answering
prayer."

N. C. C. Girls' Social
The dining hall of Niagara Christian College was gaily decorated with
black and orange streamers, jack-olanterns and cornstalks, for the first
social of the year of 1957-58 given by
the girls. The meal consisted of grape
punch, potato salad, ham, jello fruit
salad, ice-cream, doughnuts, hot choDecember
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colate, rolls and other specialities. A
small program was planned with an
accordion solo, two piano solos, several old favorites, and the showing of
the film entitled "The Difference,"
the story of a boy who was sent to a
Bible School, but whose uncle had
made great plans for him when he
graduated. At his graduation he told
his uncle t h a t he would r a t h e r work
for the Lord than to go out into the
world to work without Christ.
Elizabeth Comfort, Grade XII

Revival at Niagara
Our fall revival was held from
October 17-24. Dr. Charles Eshelman
from Messiah College was the evangelist. We are thankful for the faithfulness of the Holy Spirit in talking
to hearts. We believe there was good
accomplished from these services.
During Wednesday morning chapel a
large number of students gathered
round the altar in rededication of
their lives to God.
God is still working for which we
a r e thankful. As the Dean of Men
was discussing some problems with
one of the fellows, he extended an invitation to him to accept Christ as
the answer to all his problems. He
did accept Christ as his Saviour there
in his room and confessed Christ the
next morning at devotions.

Upland Administrators Travel
The month of October and the early
p a r t of November saw college administrators traveling on official college
business.
President John Z. Martin and
David L. Carlson, Director of Public
Relations, traveled to Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and to Portland, Oregon, with Dr. Wilson M. Compton,
New York economist and educator,
and Dr. Alfred T. Hill, Executive
Secretary of the Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges. The
purpose of this visit to these West
Coast cities was to meet with key industrial leaders in behalf of CASC.
Press conferences and radio and television appearances were also scheduled to convey .CASC's story to the
public.

Dean Ernest L. Boyer and Elias H.
Wiebe, Dean of Students attended
the annual meeting of the California
Council of Teacher Education at
Yosemite National Park, November
1 and 2.
President Martin and Dean Boyer
attended the fall meeting of the
Western College Association held at
San Jose, California, November 7 and
8. The four main speakers at this
meeting w e r e : A r t h u r S. Adams,
President, American Council on Education; Jesse P. Boque, Executive
Secretary, American Association of
Junior Colleges; Henry T. Heald,
President, Ford Foundation; and T.
S. Peterson, President, Standard Oil
Company of California.

Revival Comes to Messiah
Preparations for revival week at
Messiah College were started well in
advance of the week October 27November 3. Students and faculty
joined their prayers in behalf of the
series of meetings, and for God's
messengers the Reverend and Mrs.
Roy Hession of Bristol, England. By
the time t h a t Reverend Hession rose
to deliver his first message, the atmosphere of revival was already
prevalent.
Evenings saw a diversification in
the program. Mrs. Hession frequently spoke, often referring to her early
life of incomplete surrender to Christ.
In addition to the evening services,
Rev. Hession spoke in the extended
daily chapel periods. In these morning meditations he revealed Christ to
us through several of the "I A m ' s " in
the book of Saint John.
Christ Himself was the central
t h e m e ; t h a t we might see Jesus was
the desire of our brother. We learned
to call things sin which we had previously excused as faults. Above all,
we discovered in a new way t h a t Jesus Christ is all we need—whatever
t h a t need may be.
This soul-searching revival for
both non-Christians and Christians
has left our campus with many noticeable effects. Truly, God has stirred each one of us in a marvelous
way.
(9)

Paris to Morocco
It has been suggested that perhaps you readers of the Youth Page
of the "Visitor" would enjoy a few
brief reports on the trip which I am
currently taking and, in particular
on the contacts I have made with
Brethren in Christ missions in Africa and India.
A comment which I heard rather
frequently from people making their
home in Africa, a continent with
problems perhaps more complex than
those found anywhere else in the
world, was about the people who drop
in to visit their country for a few
weeks and then return home to dash
off a book or article criticizing everything they saw and offering pat solutions for all Africa's problems. It is
a well justified complaint, I believe,
and I certainly don't intend to write
that sort of article. Even though I
was in Africa for only about ten
weeks, it was long enough for me to
realize that the problems faced in
Africa are not simple, and the longer
one stays there the more forcefully
that fact is brought home. So, I
shall confine myself to rather simpleminded comments on things which
interested, surprised or amused me
and leave the profound editorial comments for other more qualified observers.
Also, these articles will not, I'm
afraid, be particularly "polished" because they are being composed on
ship board and in hotel rooms which
don't provide much opportunity for
careful re-reading and re-writing.
So, if you don't object, I'll just give
~you a glimpse into my trip diary and
not attempt a masterpiece.
I completed my two years I-W
service in Europe in July, 1957 and
on July 16th I left Paris by train for
Tangiers via Madrid. The rain was
falling gently as the subway I was
taking to the station came above
street level to cross the Seine River
and through the mist I caught a
glimpse of the imposing buttresses
and spires of Notre Dame Cathedral.
I felt a tug of emotion at leaving the
old city where I had spent twenty
months of my life. For all its glitter,
its superficialities and its frivolity,
Paris—the real city and not the city
of the tourists—has a way of worming- its way into the heart of the most
down-to-earth of midwesterners.
During my one day stay in Madrid
(10)

I was forcefully
while the inland cities still retain
reminded t h a t
much of the flavour of the old feudal
Spain is in the
civilization. Three of these inland
grip of a politicocities which I found particularly inreligious
dictateresting were Marrakesh, Fes and
torship. It was
Meknes.
the 21st anniverMarrakesh, a trading center for
sary of the estabthe Berber tribesmen who live in the
lishment of the
Atlas mountains which lie astride MoFranco
regime
rocco like a backbone, is 214 kiloand all the shops
meters (around 130 miles) southeast
were
closed.
of Casablanca. As we left the coast
Four - c o l u m n
Paul Boyer
the cool breezes dropped away and
p h o t o s of a
the desert sun began to beat down on
stern-looking Franco stared from the the rickety bus. The bearded Berber
front pages of all the newspapers. sitting behind me took off his sheepThe city was crawling with troops; skin cloak and hung it over the winwhether they were participating in dow to keep out the sun. Then he unsome demonstration or whether some hitched his dagger and its ornately
trouble was expected I never learned. decorated curved silver holster and.
I continued on south through hung it over the back of my seat.
Spain. The poverty and primitive Then he went to sleep.
life of the peasants became more and
When we got to Marrakesh the
more apparent. During an entire temperature was an even 100° in the
day's ride through southern Spain I shade. People said it had been 114°
saw hundreds of donkey carts, ox the day before. For hours I strolled
wagons and horse drawn carriages, up and down the narrow streets (litbut only four or five automobiles.
tle more than paths) of the city.
At last we arrived at the sea and New sights, sounds and smells came
crossed the Straits of Gibraltar by from all sides. The streets were
ferry, disembarking at Tangiers, the lined with little hole-in-the-wall shops
"international city" along whose where bearded, turbaned and robed
beautiful coastline the most flagrant tradesmen sold everything imaginsmuggling flourishes and behind able from donkey legs (boiled they
whose lavish villas moulder some of make a tasty soup) to modern and
the world's most pitiful slums.
shiny pocket knives. Blind beggars,
Morocco, the chunk of northwest in groups of three and holding hands,
Africa lying below Tangiers, is a shuffled through the throng chantcountry in ferment. For over forty ing phrases from the Koran extolling
years it was under French rule and the blessings of giving. Camels
only recently, after bloody fighting, squatted placidly by their master's
has been granted independence. It shop, watching the world go by.
is in the throes of a tremendous metaIn the evening, an enormous open
morphosis from a quiet feudal society square called Djemma el Fna (Place
into a modern state. One marvels at of Death) became a place of roaring,
the stark contrasts between ancient uninhibited life. As darkness settled
and modern. In some ways, the over the town, people slowly gathered
deeply veiled Moslem women who zip in the square to relax a bit after their
along on modern motor scooters day's labors. Gradually the crowd
seemed to symbolize this spirit of broke into smaller groups. In one
change.
corner a clapping, singing group
Morocco is a Moslem state. I have watched while a troupe of whitethe impression that the number of robed dancers performed some vilMoslems converted to Christianity lage folk dances. In another spot a
nowadays is rather small. Perhaps group of small boys squatted on the
one reason for this is that for many ground listening with rapt attention
years in Morocco and other North as a wizened little old Arab softly
African and Middle Eastern coun- recounted age-old tales of his race.
tries Christianity was associated in Ragged water sellers strolled about
the minds of the local people with ringing their bells and occasionally
their colonial rulers from France, selling someone a drink from the
England, Spain, etc. Time will tell sheepskin bag slung across their
whether these countries, now inde- backs. Slowly, as the night deepened,
pendent, will prove more receptive to the dancing and singing stopped, the
Christianity.
story tellers finished their tales, and
At any rate, I spent a most interes- the dark figures wrapped themselves
ing week in Morocco. The coastal in their cloaks and robes and
cities—Tangiers, Rabat( the capital) stretched out to sleep under the desand Casablanca—are quite modern ert moon.
Evangelical Visitor
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The city of Fes, which is 130 miles
east of Rabat, is one of the important
cities of the Moslem world. A great
and ancient Moslem university is located here as is the headquarters of
the group of Moslem worthies who
select the Sultan, the religious and
temporal ruler of Morocco. While
Marrakesh is throbbing with life, Fes
is more withdrawn andr secretive.
Early in the morning I w ent up to a
little rise outside the town which
offered a bird's-eye view of the whole
area. As I looked at the lovely olive
trees on the surrounding hills, the
ancient and crumbling walls, the old
mosques and the narrow, twisting
streets of Fes, it seemed as though I
were gazing on a scene which had
been magically transported from
some other morning centuries and
centuries ago.
Meknes, which is not far from Fes,
was the capital of Morocco during the
reign of the terrible Sultan Moulay
Ismail who held the country in his
bloody grasp in the early part of the
18th century. A snap of a finger
from this man was enough to cause
unnumbered men to be beheaded. He
was known to decapitate a servant
with his razor-sharp scimitar for no
reason as the unlucky fellow helped
him mount his horse. Slaves who
were slow in performing their backbreaking work were liable to find
themselves cemented alive inside the
thick walls of one of the mosques,
palaces or gates Moulay Ismail was
continuously having built, the ruins
of many of which may still be seen
today.
I have said that old and new clash
in Morocco. I was reminded of this
in Rabat on Friday when I went out
to watch the Sultan going from his
palace to his mosque for his weekly
prayers. The Sultan, resplendent in
white robes, rode by on a white stallion. A servant walked alongside
shading His Majesty from the sun
with a great yellow umbrella. As he
passed, many of the women in the
crowd of about 5,000 emitted an eerie
whinnying sort of cry which I have
never heard before or since. From
the top of the minaret of the mosque
drifted the voice of a man shouting
the age-old Moslem call to prayer.
The whole scene seemed to be from
another, older, world. But then I
noticed the boys selling balloons of
various colors on which were printed
such slogans as "Tom Sawyer— Apparel for Real Boys," "Fortmillers—
Ashland, Oregon" and "Newmans—
Joplin, Missouri."
The illusion was shattered. It was
1957 again. The wonders of Western
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civilization, wafted through the air
on red and green and yellow balloons,
had reached even Morocco.
During my short stay in Morocco I
was reminded of the Gospel story
again and again as many of Jesus'
expressions and homely illustrations
took on new significance.
We passed many "shepherds abiding in the field" while riding through
the parched Moroccan countryside.
I saw, as I said, many blind beggars, stumbling about as they followed their blind "leader" and was
reminded of the parable "Can the
blind lead the blind? Shall they not
both fall into the ditch?"
The verse, "For it is easier for a
camel to go through a needle's eye,
than for a rich man to enter into the
kingdom of God," took on new meaning when I saw the small gates
(called "needles' eyes") which stand
alongside the large gates in the ancient walls surrounding many Moroccan towns.
As I watched the bearded and
robed old men slip from their little
shops in the markets into a nearby
mosque I thought of the verse, "Beware of the scribes, which desire to
walk in long robes, and love greetings in the markets, and the highest
seats in the synagogues, and the chief
rooms at feasts; which devour widows' houses, and for a shew make
long prayers; the same shall receive
greater damnation."
The tombs in the cemeteries, covered with some sort of whitewash,
reminded me of the "whited sepulchres" to which Jesus compared the
lives of some people.
And so the days went by in this
interesting country of Morocco. Too
soon I discovered my time was up
and I had to move on.

REVIVAL MEETINGS
R. I. Witter at Stowe, Pa., January 26Pebruary 9; Wilbur Benner at Cincinnati,
Ohio, November 15-17; Edward Hackman
at Knifley, Ky., November 11Harry
Hock at Massillon, Ohio, November 25-December 8.
GUEST SPEAKERS
October 27, Paul Rosentrater at Chino,
Calif.; November 3, Paul Rosentrater at
Upland, Calif.; November 10, Dr. Alvan
Thuma at Pleasant Hill, Ohio; C. J. Wiebe
at Kindersley, Sask.; John Z. Martin at Upland, Calif.; Mrs. Stephen Gordeuk, a
Christian escapee from Russia, at Cedar
Springs, Pa.
BULLETIN-BITS
The Stowe (Pa.) Brethren in Christ
church are planning a Prophetic Bible Conference, December 21-22. Subjects such as,

"Russia among the Nations when Jesus
Comes" will be discussed by J. Lester
Myers.
The Union Thanksgiving service for
Chino, Calif., was held in the Brethren in
Chi-ist Church, Sunday evening, November
24.
Anna Haldeman, sister of Mrs. Peter
Willms, arrived in Los Angeles from Japan, November 10. While Mary Willms
was confined on account of sickness, Anna
assisted in caring for the two children.
A Christian Home Conference is planned for the church in Kansas, December 8.
Rev. and Mrs. Eber. Dourte will be featured as guest speakers.
Ray Brubaker was installed as pastor at
Hollowell Church, Pa. Sunday Dec. 1. Installation service for the pastor, Eber
Dourte, is planned for Upland, California,
Sunday, Dec. 15.
Pr<es. C. N. Hostetter, Jr. showed slides
of his summer trip to Europe at the
Thanksgiving Service, Grantham, Pa., November 27.
According to a report released by N. S.
S. A. there were 31 from the Brethren in
Christ Church who attended the Sunday
School conventions; seven in Los Angeles
and twenty-four at Grand Rapids, Mich.
One church from Kalamazoo, Mich., had
120 of their Sunday school workers in attendance.
Joseph and Marietta Smith and their
three children plan to return to India the
early part of 1958. They plan to serve with
a Bible School or Seminary giving Bible
teacher and teacher-training to native
workers.
John Schock and wife, missionaries to De
Rosset, Tenn., are touring the Brethren in
Christ Church under the sponsorship of
the Home Mission Board. The tour includes Ohio, Canada, New York and Pennsylvania.
Clarence Center, N. Y.
The entire month of October was devoted
to our Sunday School Enlargement Campaign. One of our main objectives was to
promote regular Sunday School attendance
as well as to bring in new scholars. Four
workshops were conducted for the Sunday
School officers and teachers, one of which
was a promotional dinner. Enthusiasm was
high, beginning with the first Sunday. Our
guests for the day were Rev. and Mrs.
Lloyd Hostetler, Massillon, Ohio who provided special music and talks. An added
attraction was an airplane ride for each
scholar who brought one new scholar or
two visitors, and also rides for the new
scholars and visitors. In spite of the flu
epidemic, our attendance for the 4 Sundays
in October averaged 27 scholars above last
year's average. Various prizes
were
awarded to the scholar and class who
achieved the best record during the month.
Wednesday evening, October 23, Abe Van
Der Puy brought a first hand report of the
martyrdom' of the five missionaries to the
Auca Indians. Mr. Van Der Puy is associated with HCJB, Quito, Ecuador and
wrote "Through Gates of Splendor," which
appeared in Reader's Digest.
November 3 was one of the highlights of
the year for our congregation. A missionary conference and farewell service for
Edith Miller, outgoing missionary to Africa,
combined to make an inspirational day.
Many of Edith's relatives and friends from
other congregations and states joined with
us in these services. Bishop Henry N.
Hostetter, Secretary of the Foreign Mission
Board, and Bishop Ray F. Miller, of the
Mennonite church, were our guest speakers.
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Pleasant Hill, Ohio
On Sept. 8 there was a baptismal service
when six followed the Lord in baptism.
On Sept. 4 Rev. Ivan Shafer, who is giving full time in Child Evangelism, gave a
very interesting talk at the W.M.P.C.
At our October W.M.P.C. Hugh R. Farrell, a converted Catholic monk, was with
us, and told how he found the Lord. We are
thankful the Lord is faithful to those who
really want to find Him.
We enjoyed another Lovefeast service on
Oct. 19 and 20. Eld. C. R. Nissly of Garrett,
Indiana, was our guest speaker. We were
glad for those of our other congregations
who were with us especially for communion
service.
On Sunday morning there was a reception service, when six were taken into the
church.
We were happy and thankful for the safe
arrival home of Dr. and Mrs. Alvan Thuma
and family, from Africa. We hope and pray
we will be a blessing during their stay
with us, as his home church, one to another.
Sister Thuma gave greetings from Africa
at our November W.M.P.C. On Sunday
morning, Nov. 10, Sister Thuma spoke to
the Sunday school and Dr. Thuma spoke
after the Sunday school in the morning
service. May we be faithful here at home
in praying for our work in the foreign
countries.
E. T.
Carland, Michigan
During the week of June 24, we conducted a Vacation Bible School with an enrollment of 43.
Five of our young people attended youth
camp near Pontiac the week of July 4.
Sunday morning, August 25, we were
glad to welcome into church membership
three of our children and one adult. A
baptismal service was conducted for the
children in the afternoon.
Please pray for our coming revival.
Thelma Bolla
Oak Ridges, Ontario
"Thanks be unto God, which always
causeth us to triumph in Christ."
During the month of October, our Forward Enlargement Campaign, we had special speakers or singers each Sunday morning. These included Jim Sleeth who
spoke to the children and held their attention with a musical-saw; Mrs. Hoover, Mr.
and Mrs. Allan Doner, Oak Ridges Chorus,
and the Henderson sisters. Everyone's
goal was to try and win one of the three
prizes offered for bringing the most new
pupils. On Rally Day, Oct. 27, these prizes
were presented to Mrs. Cook, Billy Cambell and Geoffrey Brooks. Each Sunday
School class put on a Rally Day program,
and even though wte were fighting the "flu"
our attendance was 195. We are trying now
to make every day a Rally Day.
Nov. 3 to 9 was letter week for Miriam
Heise and Velma Brillinger, two missionaries from our igroup.
J. B.
Abilene, Kans.
Sept. 2 — The Annual Union Harvest
Meeting was held at the Abilene Church.
Bishop M. M. Books brought the evening
message, bringing to our minds the meaning of the different feasts held in the Old
Testament.
Sept. 22—Morning service included a
consecration service for the office of our
new 'deacon, Bro. Lowell Hoover, Bishop
Burkholder officiating. He also presented
the morning message.
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Sept. 29—Bro. and Sister Book told of
the work on the African field.
Oct. 13—Thanks to Dorothy Martin for
her ministry to the children in Sunday
School and for the evening message, instructing- us to seek God's guidance not
only for each day but for 365 days of the
year.
Oct. 16—Bro. Martin from Upland, Calif.,
gave the meditation in our prayer meeting.
On Monday eve, Oct. 21, Rev. VanderVeer began a series of meetings, continuing
two weeks.
Under the anointing of the Spirit his
messages were direct and forceful and
found response from the audience, as children and older ones knelt at the altar of
prayer.
Meetings closed with a communion service.
KENBROOK PARTICIPATES IN
NSSA CONVENTION
The 12th Annual Convention of the National Sunday School Association recently
concluded in Grand Rapids, Michigan, was
full of riches in instruction, inspiration,
and challenge, in the areas of the Sunday
School and Christian youth work.
Outstanding leaders in their respective
fields conducted scores of seminars, institutes, and workshops, in addition to the
stirring general assembly periods for the
3700 registered convention members.
The convention program included an institute of three sessions on the Christian
summer camp—one each on the camp program, the eamn staff, and camp promotion.
Through the "interest of P. W. McBeth,
Kenbrook Bible Camp was invited to the
convention to present its sound-picture,
"KENBROOK—A Fortress For Youth," as
a practical, visual demonstration of typical
camp life and a means of getting the
camp message to interested people. Kenbrook was personally represented by a
staff member and a member of the board
who feel that this camping institute, with
its talks and discussion periods by experienced, camp-minded persons, was a very
profitable experience, and were glad to represent camping interests of the Brethren in
Christ Church at the NSSA camping institute.
The picture shown, has been seen in
many of our Pennsylvania churches, and
will be available again to any groups who
would like an interesting program feature
and who are interested in Kenbrook's ministry to youth. Write to Kenbrook Bible
Camp, Route 3, Lebanon, Pa.
Cleona, Pa.
"Missions" was the theme in the Sunday
School on Sept. 1 with Miss Mary Kreider
as the guest speaker.
The morning message, "The Dignity of
Labor," was brought by Rev. T. M. Books
on Labor Day Sunday.
The Annual Sunday School outing was
held at Kenbrook Bible Camp on Labor
Day. After a day of fellowship and recreation a film, "The Talents" was shown.
A Baptismal Service was held at Kenbrook Bible Camp on Sunday afternoon,
September 8. On Sunday, Sept. 22, three
teenagers, Ruth Miller, Doris Rissinger
and Charlotte Rissinger and Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Ebersole were received into church
fellowship.
We welcomed the Spirit's presence during our revival services which began September 29. A communion service was held
the first night. The messages brought by
Rev. John N. Hostetter, our evangelist,
were heart-searching and refreshing. An
impressive service was held the second

Sunday night when due to a severe wind
and rain storm, it was necessary to use
candlelight and lanterns. At the conclusion
of the service some twenty young people
came forward to rededicate their lives. We
appreciated the lad and teenager who sought
the Lord for the first time in the closing
night of the service. We are thankful for
this time of refreshing. "To God Be the
Glory."
With the singing of the theme song,
"Loyalty to Christ," the Fairland Sunday
School began their Annual Forward Campaign. Rally Day was held Oct. 6, with
Rev. John Hostetter, Clarence Center, N. Y.
as guest speaker in the Adult Department.
Clarence Lehman, Annville, Pa., gave an illustrated talk to the Junior Department.
A Hymn Sing was held in the afternoon
of Sept. 6, sponsored by the Fairland Mixed
Chorus.
Sept. 13, was Ladies' Day in the Adult
Department with Mrs. Hilda Lor.igenecker,
Lebanon, Pa., as guest speaker. Girls' Day
was observed in the Junior Department
with Mrs. Leroy Herr, Cleona, Pa., as guest
speaker.
Men's Day was held in the Adult Department with Mr. Clarence Musser, Grantham,
Pa., as guest speaker. A film strip, "Lightning and Old Man Macy," was. the main
feature for Boys' Day in the Junior Department.
Family Day was observed on Sunday,
Sept. 27.
We welcome Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lehman and family into our congregation who
recently moved into our locality.

BIRTHS
"Children are an heritage of the Lord"

LEEMAN—Rev. and Mrs. Robert Lehman,
missionaries in Northern Rhodesia, welcomed a daughter, Susan Elaine, August 28,
1957; a sister for Stevie and Debbie.
ASHWAY—Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Ashway,
Route 4, Waynesboro, Pa. are happy to announce the birth of a daughter, Kathy Sue,
Oct. 10, 1957.
SIDER—Mr. and Mrs. B. Morris Sider,
Niagara Christian College, welcomed a second
daughter, Donna Lynne, on Oct. 11, 1957, a
sister for Karen Ruth
IiOPTHOUSE—Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lofthouse, of the Cheapside congregation, welcomed a second daughter, Kathy Marlene, on
Aug. 1, 1957; a sister for Laurie Jean.
WEAVER—Mr. and Mrs. Milton Weaver, of
the Cheapside congregation, welcomed their
second daughter, Carol Ann, on Oct. 28, 1957;
a sister for Sandra.
BELL—Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bell (nee Betty
Asper) of Chico, California are happy to announce the arrival of a son, Ronald Lee, on
October 23, 1957.
BERT—To Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Bert of
Conestoga, Pa. a second son, Stanley Michael;
a .brother for Ernest, on November 8, 1957.

MARRIAGES
For these we wish God's richest blessing and send, with our
compliments, a year's subscription to the Evangelical Visitor.

WARD-MAKE—Charles Ward of Beamsville, Ontario and, Margaret Marr of Wainfleet, Ontario, were united in marriage at the
home of the bride on Saturday afternoon
November 2, 1957. The ceremony was performed by their pastor. Rev. Edward Gilmore.
DEARING--WHITTORD — At the Howard
Creek Brethren in Christ Church (North Star
Mission) on Oct. 13, 1957. Miss Janice Whitford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stan Whitford of Quensel, B. O, and Mr. Donald Roy
Dearing, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Dearing
of Weiradale, Sask. The ceremony was performed by Rev. Lome Lichty.
FEACHEY-WERT—On .Sat. afternoon June
29, 1957 Miss Helen Ann Wert daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Wert of Mifflintown, Pa.
became the bride of M. Richard Peachey son
of Mrs. and Mrs. Merle W. Peachey of Ella,
Kentucky. The ceremony was performed by
Rev. J. Edgar Keefer of Halifax, Penna.
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HABTEY-WYAin;—On Sept. 28, 1957, Miss
Dora Wyant, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Wyant, Stayner, Ont. became the bride of
Lloyd Harvey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Harvey, Stayner, Ont. The wedding ceremonywas performed at the home of the officiating
minister, Charles L. Baker. Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey will reside a t Stayner, Ont., R. 3.
McCTTIiLOH-BOONE — Miss Margaret Ann
Boone, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Boone, Cleveland, Ohio, and Mr. Eugene Ray
McCulloh, son of Rev. and Mrs. Charles W.
McCulloh, Montoursville, Pa., were united in
marriage June 8, 1957 in the West End Gospel
Tabernacle, Memorial Ave., Williamsport, Pa.
Rev. Charles W. McCulloh, father of the
groom performed the ceremony. The Rev.
Lesko Basil, pastor of the Christian and Missionary Alliance Church, assisted.

OBITUARIES
"Blessed are the

dead which

die

in the

Lord."

ROBINSON—Sue Dora Robinson, daughter
of Willis and Pansy (Lloyd) Robinson, of
Williamsburg, Pa., died Sept. 14, 1957 at
Mercy Hospital, Altoona, Pa. after a short illness. She was born Nov. 11, 1956. She is survived by the father and mother, four sisters
and two brothers. Funeral services were held
at Canoe Creek Methodist Church. Interment
in Canoe Creek Cemetery.
Rev. Sheldon Wilson officiated assisted by
Rev. Herman Miller and Rev. Hayden Walls.

Financial Report
BOARD OP BENEVOLENCE
Third Quarter
Musser M. Martin, Treasurer
Balance July 1, 1957
$1504.04
Receipts
1 429 92
Total receipts and balance
.'
$2|933]96
Expenditures
Paid to Beneficiaries:
July
$325.00
August
325.00
September
362.50
Messiah Childrens' Home
35.98
Mt. Carmel Home
35.98
Total Expenditures

$1,084.46

Balance on hand October 1, 1957

$1,849.50

IMEC
s & notes
AUSTRIA—First Anniversary of Hungarian Revolt
Are there still Hungarian refugees to
help on the first anniversary of the Hungarian revolt?
Many Hungarians in Austria and Yugoslavia are still being assisted. These are
persons unable to emigrate and those who
did not return to Hungary. Many are youths
cut off from their families.
MCC supplies some refugee needs in
periodic institutional and mass distributions. In addition some parcels of clothing
are being mailed directly to individuals in
Hungary.
What are the people inside Hungary
thinking on the anniversary of the revolt?
Harrison E. Salisbury of The New York
Times, who is visiting Hungary, reports
"The mood of the people is sullen, grim.
They go about their daily tasks because
they see no alternative. Perhaps the hardest thing on this October anniversary is
that no Hungarian can see any future for
his country."
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1-W Openings Listed in New Catalog
A 65-page catalog has been published by
the MCC 1-W office designed to help young
men select a meaningful position for 1-W
service.
The catalog, bound in blue, lists the many
types of work available along with detailed
description of each project or institution.
Types of work categorized in the catalog
include administrative, children's, construction, experimental, farm and dairy, general
and mental hospitals, homes for the aged,
sanatoriums, schools, Goodwill Industries
and church-administered services such as
voluntary service and Pax Service.
The catalogs are available on request
from conference offices and the MCC 1-W
office,
WASHINGTON—Starved in the Midst of
Plenty
People in Asia, the Middle East and
Europe are starving from lack of food
through unfortunate circumstances. In
America—a land of plenty—a baby died
because his mother did not care for him
enough to feed him.
This is the pathetic story of a boy at
Junior Village in Washington where a unit
of Mennonite volunteers served more than
300 neglected children.
Volunteer Betty Jane Barkman (Hillsboro, Kan.) reports that a 13-months-old
boy arrived at the Village after being deserted by his mother. He was. so thin he
could not sit up and he had no teeth.
The boy died. He was brought to the
Village too late to save his life.
This is common according to Junior Village files. Christian volunteers in Junior
Village and similar institutions have the
opportunity to extend love and care to
many neglected youngsters.
INDONESIA—Where's the Doctor?
The medical and agricultural service team
arrived at the new project in Halmahera
minus the physician who will direct the
work.
Enroute to Halmahera Dr. Glenn Hoffman (Maytown, Pa.) left the group at the
island of Ambon to make necessary negotiations with the inspector of health for
northeast Indonesian islands.
Completing- the negotiations on Ambon,
Dr. Hoffman boarded a merchant vessel for
the island of Ternate, ordinarily a 36-hour
voyage. But he didn't get to Ternate until
11 days later. The vessel struck a coral
reef at Manipa and was stranded.
After the fifth day of waiting for help, a
small boat from Ambon arrived and took
passengers back to Ambon. The doctor waited several more days for another vessel to
take him to Ternate—where at last report
he was waiting for another vessel headed
for Hamahera.

One of the prominent Timor customs is a
big celebration for birthdays. The Kingsleys write they finally succumbed to custom
and had a combined party for each of their
birthdays. They were sent many cakes and
flowers beforehand and they entertained a
hundred friends.
INDONESIA—Interior Timorese
See First Whites
Timor Paxman Edgar Hoover (Detroit,
Kans.) and Albert Hoover (Troy, O.) were
the first white men to appear in a mountain village in interior Timor.
Villagers celebrated the occasion by
sounding drums and gongs through the
night until 3 a.m. They made beds for the
Paxmen too: bark of the penung tree
stretched over a bamboo frame fastened to
four poles in the ground.
The village is in a rugged mountain region accented with many monkeys. Here
are raised coconuts, papaya, corn and
sugar cane. The area is on a 30-40 degree
slope. "To us it seems impossible that these
people exist among the rocks," the
Hoovers wrote.
They were on a trek to the interior of
the island with students of the agricultural
training school who were returning to their
villages to begin putting their training into
practice.
The hikers stopped at another village
along the trail. The robust chief came out
to meet them appearing frightened. The
Hoover boys asked the guides to assure
him they were friends and would not harm
him.
The chief explained that during World
War Two he was almost beaten to death by
some white people and he thought the
white people were after him again.
The Hoovers said, "During the trip we
found out how some of our Timor friends
really live. It is easy to see how sickness
and disease spread among the cluster of
huts. We were convinced more than ever
of their needs.
"Our work with their material needs is
only a small part of the possible avenues
of service. As you pray for work in foreign countries, occasionally remember the
land of Indonesia and her people."

Items from the News

Communists Using Satellite Victory to
Ridicule Religion
Russian communists were quick to take
advantage of their success in launching the
earth satellite to ridicule religious belief.
The Moscow Radio broadcast a statement
by the Komsomol, communist youth league,
saying the satellite "proves how wrong were
all religious oiganizations and beliefs in
speaking of heaven." It said, "We materialINDONESIA
ists create our own heaven, and fill it with
The Service of Friendship
our own moons and stars."
_ Workers at the agricultural rehabilitaChinese communists were just as quick to
tion project on Timor of Indonesia are pro- declare that faith in God is a mistaken huviding milk weekly to between 100-500 man effort to explain what is mysterious
families of the Kupang area who have ba- and that scientific progress, which will enbies or undernourished children.
able man "soon to go to the moon," is now
Another area of service is with the new unravelling the basic mysteries, making
church-sponsored kindergarten.
Supplies religion useless.
from American Christians have made the
kindergarten possible.
Sidney Correll, Jr., Killed by Explosion in
The Leonard Kingsley family (Berne,
Africa
Ind.) befriended an Indonesian minister and
Sidney Robert Correll, medical missionfamily whose house burned. The minister ary, gave his life for French West Africa
was stricken with tuberculosis. His wife on Tuesday, October 15. He suffered burns
sells banana leaves at the market, earning caused by a gasoline explosion last October
25c a day. They have been given food, 8 and was flown by helicopter out of Kenieba,
clothing, money and help in locating em- the mission station of the United World
ployment.
Mission, to Bamako to the medical
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center of the French Government. There
he went to be with the Lord, leaving his
wife and two sons. They have returned to
the States.
Dr. Correll was the son of the Rev. and
Mrs. Sidney Correll, pastors of the Christian Tabernacle, Dayton, Ohio. Mr. Correll
is also the director of the United World
Mission, with headquarters in Dayton. The
United World Mission is an interdenominational faith mission and had recently entered to pioneer a work in the difficult
French West Africa territory.
Freethinker Says Satellite Disproves
Existence of God
Joseph Lewis, president of the Freethinkers of America, issued a statement to
the New York press saying the Russian
earth satellite "broadcasts no discovery of
God in the heavens." He said "it confirms
the statement of the great astronomer LaLande when he said, T have searched the
heavens and found no God.' This great
scientific achievement should prove to be a
day of mental emancipation for all religionists from their superstitious beliefs," Mr.
Lewis rhapsodized.
New Guinea Tribespeople Responding to
Gospel
Four Kapauku chiefs in New Guinea
have jointly requested that the Christian
and Missionary Alliance place another mission worker at Obano, scene of a violent
uprising against the mission last November.
At that time some mission workers were
killed or injured and a mission airplane
was destroyed. Since the uprising the
Kapaukus have been more open to the gospel than ever before. One chief who is a
baptized Christian made a tour of his own
area, preaching the gospel. Hundreds gathered to hear him. Spokesmen from several other outlying areas have also declared
that their people want the Bible and are
begging for someone to teach them. (The
Kapauku people are the largest group in
Netherlands New Guinea speaking one language. They were the first tribesmen in
the newly discovered regions of the Wissel
Lakes to come in contact with men from
civilized lands, and the first to hear the
gospel.)
White House Ceremony Marks Distribution
of Half Billion Bibles
President Eisenhower received a Bible in
a White House ceremony which marked the
distribution of the first half billion volumes
of Scripture by the American Bible Society.
The President's Bible is a red moroccobound volume of the King James Version
weighing over nine pounds. Mr. Eisenhower
thanked the Society for the gift and commended the work it has done since its formation in 1816. He remarked that this
work has been particularly helpful to members of the Armed Forces and to American
missionaries abroad.
Southern California Called 'New Idea' Area
For S. S. Work
More Sunday School innovations are tried
out first in southern California than anywhere else in the country, according to a
report given at Los Angeles. Delegates to
the 12th annual convention of the National
Sunday School Association were told that
the area has become "a strategic sounding
board for the nation" in this regard. Experiments, listed included the first extensive
use of film strips and movie quizzes as well
as other visual education aids.
WASHINGTON, D. C. —The Methodist
Board of Temperance charged that the liquor industry is going to let loose this year
with the "most intensive barrage of liquor
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advertising and propaganda in the history
of Christinas." The Board said that liquor
sales fell off last Christmas, and distillers
are worried by the trend among business
concerns to turn their annual Christmas
parties into "family fun" gatherings without alcoholic drinks. One distiller has
placed seven million dollars' worth of advertising in newspapers and magazines for
November and December, it said. Another
distiller will spend nearly five million dollars on advertising tied in with Christmas.
Over $350,000,000 worth of liquor business
is at stake, and the distillers are not at all
happy over the way the "Christmas for
Christ" campaign has hurt their liquor
sales.
LITTLE ROCK, Arkansas—J. H. Kickinbotham and his son will go to jail for 60
days and pay fines of $1,900 each for keeping their stores open in violation of a court
order to close their stores on Sundays.
Three times within the past year they have
sought unsuccessfully for a favorable decision from the U. S. Supreme Court, to
whom they appealed their case. They have
been convicted about 20 times for breaking
the Sunday-closing law.
ATLANTA, Georgia—Better Literature
Week was observed following a proclamation by Mayor William B. Hartsfield of Atlanta. Acting at the request of the city
board of aldermen, the Mayor urged the
public to halt the "great traffic in lewd literture." He said he hoped the observance
would bring about "a greater awareness by
parents of what their children are reading."
SEATTLE, Washington—The attorney
general of the State of Washington handed
down a ruling that bans the observance of
Religious Emphasis Week at the University
of Washington. A local clergyman is contesting the ruling, saying it constitutes a
"prohibition of the free exercise of religion
and an abridgement of freedom of speech."
Clarence Jordan, founder of Koinonia
Farms, Americus, Ga. writes:
This is now the 19th month of the boycott, and it continues to spread in an
ever-widening circle. We still have not become used to it. It seems to kill something inside of you when intelligent business men, leaders in their community and
invariably members of churches, say to
you: "We can no longer sell to you. It's
nothing personal, understand, and we don't
feel right about it, but we're afraid it will
hurt our business." Or, as the president
of the Citizens and Southern Bank in Albany, Georgia wrote to us last week when
he closed our checking account: "We suggest that for all practical banking purposes
you could much better be served by a bank
in your vicinity." (!) No explanation was
given as to why he had allowed our account
to run two years ('55 & '56) previously, or
any recognition of the fact that Albany is
our "vicinity." (It is 30 miles south of us,
and for many years we have done thousands of dollars of business there.) When
we went to his office in an effort to get him
to speak truthfully to us, he assumed personal responsibility for the action, said no
one had put pressure on him, that perhaps
he had crossed bridges before coming to
them, because he was afraid that it might
hurt his business. Incidentally, the Citizens and Southern Bank in Albany is one
of a chain of banks which stretch throughout Georgia and many other states. The
Bank of Albany has also refused to give
us service, and the feed store there, from
which we had been getting feed since the

Birdsey store was bombed, has recently cut
us off.
When such experiences with men who
worship God with their lips and Mammon
with their lives are repeated over and over
again, we confess that bitterness and
cynicism and despair begin to creep in.
Were it not for the eternal love of God
which we see in the face of Jesus Christ,
these things would sweep over our souls
and destroy us. It is He who "delivers us
from the mouth of the lion." It is His
cross which constantly calls us to compassion and forgiveness, and reminds us of the
ultimate victory of love over hate, of truth
over falsehood, and of spirit over things.
National Council of Churches Headquarters
NEW YORK, Nov. 17—America's first
national headquarters building for the
churches will be a reality by 1960.
Dedication of the site and symbolic
ground-breaking ceremonies were held today for the headquarters, to be known as
The Interchurch Center.
It will cost $19,700,000.
The 19-story building is being erected on
a block-size site made available by John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., next door to famed Riverside Church.
The 90th Annual Convention of the
National Holiness Association will be held
April 8-10, 1958 at Hotel Sherman in Chicago. Announcement was made by the
Executive Committee at its November 7th
meeting in Chicago.
The Executive Director, Dr. Paul L.
Kindschi, said the theme of the convention
will be, PROCLAIMING
THE WESLEYAN MESSAGE. Seven public addresses
will be delivered by leaders in the movement. Daily seminars will be conducted in
the areas of doctrine, evangelism, education, missions, camp meetings, Christian
homes and youth.
Auca Indians Destroy New
Mission Building
Another attempt to reach the fierce Auca
Indians of Ecuador has ended in failure,
leaving a half-finished mission building
wrecked and ruined. The cunning savages
left more lances, a sinister warning that
last year's massacre of five young missionaries would be the fate of other outsiders who might make further attempts to
reach the tribe.
This time there was no loss of life because Missionary Dr. Wilfred Tidmarsh
who had established another beachhead
much nearer the Auca territory, was away
from the area. He had broken his leg last
September. Further work had been suspended pending his return. Now the new
building has been abandoned.
Nevertheless, attempts to reach the
original friendly Indians at "Terminal
City" are continuing. They are still accepting—and returning—gifts sent to them via
the "bucket drop" method devised by martyred Nate Saint. Missionaries believe that
the friendly Aucas did not partake in the
latest raid, and may not even know that it
had taken place.
Reports Big City Churches
Battle Against Decline
Most urban churches in cities of 50,000
or over are either in a state of crisis or
are moving in that direction, a Protestant
Episcopal official told the first American
Baptist Urban Convocation in Indianapolis,
Indiana. Dr. G. Paul Musselman, director
of the Department of Christian Social Relations, National Council of the Episcopal
Church, declared that in many cases the
urban church is "not only not sharing in
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the alleged rising tide of churchgoing but
is usually battling, somewhat ineffectively,
against decline."
Episcopal Clergymen Still
Prefer. King James Version
On its fifth anniversary, the Revised
Standard Version of the Bible is claimed
by its sponsors to be firmly established as
the best of all modern translations, nevertheless, the King James version still outsells the RSV by about 8 to 1. The National Council of Churches, who sponsor
the Revised Standard Version, assumed
that the swing to the RSV would begin with
clergymen and other Bible scholars. But
this assumption was jolted in a survey recently conducted by the Living Church, a
weekly Protestant Episcopal magazine.
5,000-Year-OId Egyptian Tombs
Found Along Nile
A series of Egyptian tombs, a number of
which date back 5,000 years, has been uncovered by workmen digging a ditch along
the Nile River 15 miles south of Cairo.
According to archeological experts, the
tombs may be the most important historical find since the discovery of Cheops' solar
boat near the great pyramids three years
ago.
Evangelical Association Plans
Prayer Week Observance
A nationwide observance of Universal
Week of Prayer is being planned by the
National Association of Evangelicals for its
constituent churches January 5 through 11,
1958. Sponsored by the association's Spiritual Life Commission, the week of prayer
is being promoted for the second consecutive year among evangelical churches.

Missions in

America

CITY MISSIONS
Chicago Mission: 6039 S'. Halsted Street, Chicago 21, Illinois: Telephone—Wentworth
6-7122; Rev. Carl Carlson, Mrs. Avas Carlson, Hisses Alice Albright, Sara Brubaker,
Grace Sider.
Detroit, Michigan (God's Love Mission): 1524
Third Street; Church, Myrtle Street; Parsonage: 3986 Humboldt Street, Detroit 8,
Michigan; Telephone—Tyler 5-1470; Rev.
Paul Hill, Mrs. Evelyn Hill, Rev. Ralph Palmer, Mrs. Esther Palmer
Harrisburg, (Messiah Lighthouse Chapel):
1175 Bailey, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Telephone CEdar 2-6488; Rev. Joel Carlson, Mrs.
Paithe Carlson, Misses Elizabeth Kanode,
Beulah Lyons
New York City, N. Y. (Jewish Work) Residence 2277 Southern Blvd.. Bronx 60, N. Y.,
Telephone — Cypress 8-4579, Miss Mary
Wenger
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 N. Second Street,
Philadelphia 40, Pennsylvania; Telephone—
NEbraska 4-6431: Rev. William Rosenberry,
Mrs. Anna Rosenberry, Miss Anita Brechbill
San Francisco (Life-Line Gospel Mission):
224 Sixth Street, San Francisco 3, California; Parsonage 422 Guerrero St., San
Francisco 10, California, Telephone—UNderhill 1-4820: Rev. Avery Heisey, Mrs. Emma
Heisey, Rev. Harold Paulus
RURAL MISSIONS
Blandburg, Pennsylvania: Edith Davidson;
Pastor—Rev. Herman Miller, 1009 Rosehill
Drive, Altoona, Pa.
Bloomnelcl, New Mexico, c/o Blanco Trading
Post (Navajo Mission); Telephone Farmington ZM 82373: Rev. J. Wilmer Heisey, Mrs.
Velma Heisey, Dr. Alvin Heise. Mrs. Maxine
Heise, Misses Rosa Eyster, Martha Long.
Dorothy Charles, Jane Monn, Mrs. Rachel
Heisey, Urania Williams, Joan Byer, Verna
Mae Ressler; Two Indian Interpreters, Fannie Scott, Peter Yazzie; I-W Workers, Marion Heisey, Earl Wolgemuth, Mary Wideman, Elaine Zook
Ella, Kentucky: Rev. Merle Peachy, Mrs. Mary
Peachy
*
Meath Park, Saskatchewan, Canada (North
Star Mission) Rev. L o m e Lichty, Mrs.
Jeanne Lichty
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Universal Week of Prayer began in England over one hundred years ago under the
then budding World Evangelical Alliance.
Observance there is by communities with
the people coming together in a different
church each day of the week. Since beginning the observance has spread to other
countries, but only recently has a widespread attempt been made to introduce it
into American church life. A folder with
the prayer themes for each day and appropriate remarks is widely distributed for use
in regularly scheduled or special church
services and in family and private devotions.
The Spiritual Life Commission of the
National Association of Evangelicals is
under the direction of the Rev. Armin
Gesswein, who is well known for his en-*
couragement of prayer by holding "Revival
Prayer Conferences" throughout the country. The commission is also active in promoting World Day of Prayer which is planned for February 21, 1958.
Ministers wishing to obtain free materials for the observance of Universal
Week of Prayer in their churches are requested to write to the National Association of Evangelicals, 108 North Main St.,
Wheaton, Illinois.
Covenant Church to Build Radio
Station in Alaska
The Executive Board and the Board of
Missions of the Evangelical Covenant
Church of America recently decided to file
application with the Federal Communications Commission for license to build and
operate a standard broadcast station at or
near Nome, Alaska.
Covenant missionary, Arthur Zylstra,
has been engaged to head up this project

for the next two to four years. Mr. Zylstra
has had considerable experience in Christian broadcasting, having- served for eight
years with HCJB in Quito, Ecuador, and
HOXO in the Panama Canal Zone.

Port Rowan (wialsingham Centre), Ontario,
Canada Rev. Arthur Heise, Mrs. Verna
Heisey
TJniontown, Pennsylvania (affiliated with the
Searights Work) Miss S. Iola Dixon, Oliver
No. 3, R. D. No. 2, TJniontown, Pa.
MISSION PASTORATES
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Rev. Paul Wingerd,
parsonage 3014 Sierra Drive N.E. Albuquerque, N. M. Telephone—4-0414
Allisonia, Virginia (Farris Mines): Rev. Rupert Turman, Phone: Pulaski 2-8628
Altoona Church: Fifth Avenue and 37th Street,
Altoona, Pa. Rev. John Rosenberry, Parsonage 407-37th Street, Altoona, Pa. Telephone
—3-5527
Blairs Mills, Pennsylvania: Rev. Roy Beltz,
Orrstown, R. D. No. 1, Box 71
Check, Virginia (Adney Gap and Calloway
Churches): I. Raymond Conner
Collingwood, Ontario, Canada: Rev. Isaac
Schmucker, Elizabeth Bloomfleld
Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Rev. Marshall
Baker
Everett, Pennsylvania (Clear Creek Church):
Rev. Ross Morningstar, 11 W. 4th Avenue,
Everett, Pa.
(Jarlin, Kentucky: Rev. Wilbur Benner, Superintendent
Gladwin, Michigan: Rev. Gary Lyons, Gladwin,
Michigan, R. D. No. 5; Telephone—GArden 68052
Grants Pass, Oregon (Redwood Country
Church): Rev. Glenn Diller, 1300 Highway
199, Grants Pass, Oregon
Hanover, Pennsylvania (Conewago Church);
Rev. Samuel Lady, R. D. No. 4
Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania (Canoe Creek
Church): Rev. Sheldon Wilson, R. D. No. 2
Hunlock Creek, Pennsylvania: Rev. Thomas
Bouch
Huron, California: Rev. Carl Wolgemuth, Box
66
Ickesburg, Pennsylvania: (Saville Church):
Rev. Roy Musser
Iron Springs, Pennsylvania: Rev. James
Desher, Grantham, Pa.
Kindersley, Saskatchewan, Canada: Rev. John
Garman
Kittanning, Pennsylvania (Sunnyside Chapel):
Rev. Norris Bouch, Altoona, Pa. R. D. No. 2
Box 566

Knifley, Kentucky: Rev. P. B. Friesen
Little Marsh, Pennsylvania: Rev. Samuel
Landis, Helper, Miss Margaretha Fetter
Llewellyn, Pennsylvania: Rev. Charles Melhorn
Massillon, Ohio (Christian Fellowship Mission): Rev. Glenn Ressler, 1128 Williams
Ave. N.E. Massillon, Ohio
Mountain Chapel (Ray's Cove): Rev. Jay Mackie, Williamsburg, Pa. R. D. No. 1
Faddockwood, Saskatchewan, Canada: Rev.
Maurice Moore
Reinholds, Pennsylvania (Bethel Church): Rev.
Allen Hoffer, Manheim, Pa. R. D. No. 2
Ringgold, Maryland: Rev. Herbert Hoover,
Waynesboro, Pa., R. 4
Saxton, Pennsylvania: Rev. Glenn Hostetter,
Telephone—52958, 816 Mifflin St. Saxton, Pa.
Shanesville, Ohio: To be supplied
Sherman's Valley Church: Rev. Marlin Ressler,
Hopewell, Pa. R. D. No. 2
Sparta, Tennessee (DeRossett): Rev. John
S'chock, Sparta, Tennessee, R. D. No. 7 Telephone—Sparta R E 8-2618
Stowe, Pennsylvania: Rev. John Bicksler, 527
Glasgow Street, Stowe, Pa. Telephone—
FAculty 6-4383
Sylvatus, Virginia (Bethel Church): Rev. Paul
Martin, Jr., Hillsville, R. 4, Virginia
Three Springs, Pennsylvania (Center Grove
Chapel): Rev. Marion Walker
Tillsonburg, 'Ontario, Canada:
Frogmore Church: Rev. Alonza Vannatter,
Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada
Houghton Centre Church: Rev. Basil Long,
Langton, Ontario, Canada
Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Church 150 Gamble
St., Rev. Harvey Sider, 231 Gamble, Toronto
6, Ontario, Canada. Telephone—Gladstone
8383
TJniontown, Ohio: Rev. Edward Hackman, 2396
E. Turkey Foot Lake Road, Akron 12, Ohio;
Telephone—Akron—Oxford 9-3028
MISSION CHURCHES
Orlando, Florida: Rev. Gerald Wingert, 1712
Cook Street, Orlando, Florida, Telephone—
CHerry 11134
Salem, Oregon: Rev. B. M. Books, 4522 Scott
Rd., Salem, Oregon

Protestants in Poland Declared
"A Dying Body"
Protestants in the area of eastern Germany now occupied by Poland are a "dying
body," a German church meeting was told.
Professor Harald Kruska, president of
Kirchendienst Ost (Church Service East)
said at Hamelin last month that only
100,000 were left of the former three million members of the church.
There is little pastoral leadership and
only a "primitive religious life" exists in
the area, he reported. Small groups of laymen continue to meet for services and religious classes.
McAuley Mission Celebrates 85th
Year in New York
The McAuley Water Street mission recently marked its 85th anniversary as an
institution for rescuing alcoholics and other
down-and-outers in a special service at the
mission, 124 Water Street, New York. Participating in the services were Ludwig B.
Amerding, superintendent; Hooker Talcott,
president, and Edwin B. Wadsworth, a
trustee.
4,000-Year-Old Town Traced in Jordan
A town dating back nearly 4,000 years
has been discovered in Taibekah, in the
Hebron area, by the American School of
Oriental Research in Jordan. This was announced early in November by Dr. Awni
Dejani, assistant director of antiquities in
Jerusalem.
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Experts believe the discovery of a small
ivory statue, resembling the Sphinx of
Egypt, proves that the civilizations of Jordan and Egypt were closely connected at
that time.
Dejani added that the town had been inhabited for nearly 2,000 years and that
many vessels of pottery, copper and glass,
together with well-made tools, were discovered.
Massimeno, Italy — Death's holiday has
ended in this Italian village. For two years
no person died among the town's population of 140. There was talk of Massimeno
being an enchanted village. Then, in less
than 48 hours, three persons died. The first
was the town's pastor. He was 79.
Winona Lake, Ind.,—Rev. Dale Cryderman has been elected by the Board of Administration of the Free Methodist Church
to succeed Dr. Ernest Keasling as General
Superintendent of Free Methodist Youth.
Rev. Cryderman is presently serving his
second year as Superintendent of the
Michigan Conference of the Free Methodist Church, with an outstanding record
of accomplishment already to his credit
in this ministry.
Graham Calls on Christian Students
to Provide "Moral Force"
Evangelist Billy Graham, speaking at
New York University, called on Christian
students throughout the world "to provide
the moral force in this most critical and
crucial period of history." He told some
300 students and faculty members that religion, working through all Christians and
especially students, is the only hope in a
world of the H-bomb and racial tensions.
Religion and the Popular
Arts to Be Studied
What makes people stand in line for
hours to see "The Ten Commandments"
and "A Man Called Peter"? Why do songs
like "Somebody Up There Likes Me" and
"I Believe" make the "top ten" on the nation's juke boxes? During the coming year
a group of psychologists, theologians and
artists in each of the five popular arts will
attempt to find the answers.
Thursday Night is "Church
Night" in Ohio Town
Thursday night is Church Night in
Bryan, a northwestern Ohio town of 7,500
people. For 18 years there has been an understanding between the churches and the
public schools to this effect. Teachers
never schedule school events on Thursday
nights, except in rare instances, and then
the fact is known far in advance. And the
churches, in turn, slate all their youth
activities for Thursday nights. Thus there
is no conflict for the youth's time. Ministers think the idea is excellent, and
recommend it to other communities. The
teachers like to plan, too, since many of
them are church youth leaders and several
are members of choir groups. They can
depend on having that night for church
work, without fear of any interference
from school problems.
East German Reds Again
Threaten Force Against Youth
Communists in East Germany have tried
for years to lure teen-age boys and girls
away from the Christian churches by
urgingthem to take part in youth dedication - ceremonies. The ceremonies are an
atheistic counterpart of Christian confirmation and communion.
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Spearheaded by Berlin's doughty Bishop
Otto Dibelius, church leaders fought the
Red efforts, urged Christian parents and
young people to shun the rites. The appeal
was successful. Reds reported disappointment at the slim response to their youth
program.
Frustrated Communists took a new tack
last month. Communist Party secretary
Walter Ulbricht told a Red youth organization rally at Sonneberg that the dedication rites would soon be made obligatory
for all boys and girls "irrespective of the
beliefs in which they have been brought
up."
Meeting at Hannover, leaders of the
United Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Germany expressed grave concern. A resolution declared that the proposed force
would violate the freedom of conscience
granted in the East German constitution
and create new tension in church-state relations. It recalled that Premier Otto Grotewohl had last December assured the
churches that participation in the youth
rites was purely voluntary.
Canadian Evangelist Preaches
to 2,000 in Buenos Aires
Dr. Oswald J. Smith of Toronto, Canada,
preached to a crowd of 12,000 in the Luna
Park Stadium, Buenos Aires, Argentina, in
the opening service of a two-week evangelistic crusade. A Salvation Army officer
interpreted for him. Three hundred local
Protestant churches co-operated in the effort. From Buenos Aires Dr. Smith will
move to Argentina's second largest city,
Rosario. He is scheduled to preach in Paraguay and Chile also.
Church Giving for 1957
Tops Two Billion Mark
For the first time in history total giving
by churches in the United States has
passed the two billion dollar mark. Contributions for all purposes totaling $2,041,908,161 were reported this year by 52 Protestant and Eastern Orthodox church
bodies, for an all-time record. Of this total $1,655,039,930—or 81.1 per cent—was,
reported for local congregational expenses (ministers' salaries, building maintenance, fuel and light). Benevolences—
including foreign and home missions and
overseas relief, totaled $386,868,231—or
18.9 per cent.
Highest Per Member Gifts—All Purposes
1. Seven-day Adventist
$202.02
2 Wesleyan Methodist
197.43
3. Evangelical Free Church of
America
165.00
4. Free Methodist
151.23
5. Conference of Evangelical
Mennonite
144.65
6. Friends, Ohio Yearly Meeting.... 142.08
7. Evangelical Mission Covenant
Church
141.09
8. Brethren in Christ
133.08
9. Church of the Nazarene
129.94
10. Orthodox Presbyterian
126.89
"Oneness in Christ"—
—General Assembly Theme
Thousands of church people in the nation are preparing to converge in St. Louis,
Mo., where they will make their voices
heard during week-long deliberations of the

General Assembly of the National Council
of Churches, Dec. 1-6.
Under the theme, "Oneness in Christ—
Across the Nations, Across the Races,
Across the Denominations," delegates and
visitors of the 30-member churches of the
Council will also hear outstanding speakers,
among them Dean Liston Pope of Yale
University Divinity School, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., of Montgomery, Ala.,
Bishop Rajah B. Manikam of India and
Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, Chief-of-Staff
of the United States Army.
Men who know danger—armed forces
chaplains and a young French minister who
fought with the Resistance forces—and
men who do not compromise with their
convictions—Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam,
the Rev. Clarence L. Jordan of the longpersecuted interracial Koinonia Community
in Georgia, Dr. King and others—will be
heard in St. Louis as the delegates study
and work together in the spirit of the
"Oneness of Christ."
The following, a tribute to the Printing
Press, is fitting for Bible Week. It has
served well the cause of making known the
Word of God.
It is an essay written by Robert H. Davis
engraved on a bronze plaque which hung in
the reception room of old New York Sun:
I am the printing press, born of the mother
earth. My heart is of steel, my limbs are
of iron, and my fingers are of brass.
I sing the songs of the world, the oratorios
of history, the symphonies of all time.
I am the voice of today, the herald of tomorrow. I weave into the warp of the past
the woof of the future. I tell the stories of
peace and war alike.
I make the human heart beat with passion
or tenderness. I stir the pulse of nations,
and make brave men do braver deeds, and
soldiers die.
t
I inspire the midnight toiler, weary at his
loom, to lift his head again and gaze,
with fearlessness, into the vast beyond,
seeking the consolation of a hope eternal.
When I speak, a myriad people listen to
my voice. The Saxon, the Latin, the Celt,
the Hun, the Slav, the Hindu, all comprehend me.
I am the tireless clarion of the news. I cry
your joys and sorrows every hour. I fill
the dullard's mind with thoughts uplifting. I am light, knowledge, power. I epitomize the conquests of mind over matter.
I am the record of all things mankind has
achieved. My offspring comes to you in the
candle's glow, amid the dim lamps of poverty, the splendor of riches; at sunrise, at
high noon, and in the waning evening.
I am the laughter and tears of the world,
and I shall never die until all things return
to the immutable dust.
I am the printing press.

